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Readers learn the fundamentals of holistic dermatological treatment with
this insightful handbook designed for college students and professional
therapists. Sections covering frequently asked questions complete this
handy resource for anyone thinking about beauty therapy. Extra chapters
cover the fundamental areas of holistic facial rejuvenation and extra
cosmetic procedures. Dishes are provided for preparing a wide variety of
topical remedies, and illustrated instructions demonstrating how to
perform numerous skin-care methods and facial-massage routines are
included.
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Great book for the Etsy Another great book written in the united
kingdom! I've another great one from over the pond, can't beat them.
Milady should be replaced with their texts rather. & Great go through
for brushing through to skills ~ Pretty good price, and its easy to
navigate through the pages quickly I finally understand skin care
Although it is written for the professional, one does not need to become
a professional to benefit from this book. A beautifully written book;
Perfect for any Beauty Therapist who desires to specialise in face
techniques!. This is a reserve that is perfect for any Beauty Therapist
who wants to specialise in facial techniques. Five Stars GOOD Great Go
through! they don't really gouge you for text message book the way we do
here. It breaks down everything you need to know about how to deal with
the biggest organ we personal, and how to understand how all that stuff
we slather on it works... fully up to date with all the most recent
beauty therapy facial professional techniques.. along with the `case
research' and `issue and answers' that are therefore popular with
students. I recommend this book for its practical application of this
subject matter; As a lecturer and former salon owner I can testify that
facials are one of the most popular treatments a salon can offer.
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